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NOMENCLATURE
Symbols

A Flow area [m2]

ASG Flow area of the heat exchanger (primary) [m2].

a Constant used in the friction factor correlation
B1_8 Integration constant for the steady-state fluid temperature in different

regions
C1_8 Integration constant for the homogeneous solution of steady-state fluid

temperature in different regions
c1_18 Integration constant for the ratio of the fluid temperature perturbation to

velocity perturbation in different regions
C Fluid specific heat [J/kg/°C]

Hydraulic equivalent diameter [m]
f Friction factor
g Gravitational constant [mis2]

g5 Flow directional component of the gravitational acceleration vector [mis2]

Hcore Flow path height of the reactor core [m]
HSG Flow path height of the heat exchanger (primary) [m]
HCL Height of the cold leg [m]
HHL Height of the hot leg [m]
h Heat transfer coefficient [J/m2/s/°C]
K Form pressure loss coefficient
k Fluid thermal conductivity [J/mIsI°C]
knom Nominal value of fluid thermal conductivity [J/mis/°C}
LCL Flow path length of the cold leg [m]
LHL Flow path length of the hot leg [m]
L100 Total flow path length of the natural circulation loop [m]

n Constant used in the friction factor correlation
P Wetted perimeter [m]

Heated perimeter [m]
p Pressure [N1m2]

q, Wall heat flux [J/m2Is]
Re Reynolds Number (puDh /u)
s Flow directional coordinate [m]
T Fluid temperature [°C]
Trej Reference fluid temperature [°C]
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Steady-State fluid temperature [°C]
TCL Steady-State fluid temperature in the cold leg [°C]
THL Steady-State fluid temperature in the hot leg [°C]
Tcore Steady-State fluid temperature in the reactor core [°C]
TSG Steady-State fluid temperature in the heat exchanger (jrimary) [°C]
T Wall temperature [°C]
( Time {s]
u One-dimensional fluid velocity [mis]

Steady-State one-dimensional fluid velocity [mis]

Greek Symbols

a Fluid thermal diffusivity [m2fs]
/1 Fluid volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [lf>C]
& Initial magnitude of the fluid velocity perturbation [mis]
E Relative error for convergence of numerical iterations
q Initial magnitude of the fluid temperature perturbation [°C]
?CL Initial magnitude of the fluid temperature perturbation in the cold leg [°C]

HL Initial magnitude of the fluid temperature perturbation in the hot leg [°C]
1core Initial magnitude of the fluid temperature perturbation in the reactor core

[°C]

lSG Initial magnitude of the fluid temperature perturbation in the heat
exchanger [°C]
Root of the characteristic equation corresponding to a homogeneous
differential equation for the steady-state fluid temperature in the heat
exchanger [m1]

22 Root of the characteristic equation corresponding to a homogeneous
differential equation for the steady-state fluid temperature in the heat
exchanger [m1]

23 Root of the characteristic equation corresponding to a homogeneous
differential equation for the fluid temperature perturbation in the reactor
core [m4]

24 Root of the characteristic equation corresponding to a homogeneous
differential equation for the fluid temperature perturbation in the reactor
core [m']

25 Root of the characteristic equation corresponding to a homogeneous
differential equation for the fluid temperature perturbation in the heat
exchanger [m']
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26 Root of the characteristic equation corresponding to a homogeneous
differential equation for the fluid temperature perturbation in the heat
exchanger [m']

p Fluid dynamic viscosity [kglm.s]
p Fluid density [kg/rn3]

p0 Fluid density at a reference fluid temperature [kg/rn3]

Wall shear stress [N1m2]

Characteristic angular frequency [s']

Subscripts

CL Cold leg
HL Hot leg
H Homogeneous solution
i,j Region index
loop Natural circulation loop
loss Heat loss
P Perturbation; Particular solution
Core Reactor core
SG Heat exchanger
s Flow directional component
w Wall

Dimensions

[LI Length
[M] Mass
[T] Time
[-] Dimensionless



Effects of Fluid Axial Conduction on Liquid Metal Natural Circulation and
Linear Stability

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural convection is of great interest for the development of Generation IV nuclear

energy systems due to its vital role in the area of passive safety and reliability.

Theoretical and numerical linear stability analysis of single-phase natural convection

has been carried out mostly for symmetrically heated and cooled loops (Keller 1966;

Welander 1967; Creveling, 1975; Vijayan 1995). These investigations established the

theoretical frame of linear stability analysis for natural convection ioops.

For asymmetrically heated/cooled single-phase natural convection loop, which was

generally considered to be linearly stable, experimental and numerical studies were

also reported (Bau et al. 1981a, 1981b; Zvinn et al. 1981; Vijayan 1995). It was

discovered that instability may occur at greater temperature change through an

asymmetric heated/cooled natural circulation loop. Conventional LWRs (Light Water

Reactors) might not reach such a condition because of the relatively small temperature

increase in the core. However, for the development of Generation IV nuclear energy

systems, especially for liquid metal cooled reactors, significant temperature change in

the coolant loop is expected for the purpose of utilizing natural circulation to transport

heat at 100% power rate.

One of such systems is the Secure Transportable Autonomous Reactor Liquid Metal

(STAR-LM) under development of Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). It is a

400MWt Lead cooled Fast Reactor (LFR) that uses lead or Pb-Bi eutectic (LBE)



coolant and advanced power conversion system that consists of a gas turbine Brayton

cycle utilizing supercritical carbon dioxide to obtain higher plant efficiency. STAR-

LM achieves autonomous load following, whereby the core power adjusts itself

according to the heat removed without user intervention. This design feature makes it

passively safe, in that it provides an inherent core shutdown in the event of a loss of

heat sink accident. More importantly, the primary coolant loop of this design relies

only on natural circulation to eliminate the use of circulation pump for passive safety

consideration. Therefore, it naturally raises the concern of natural circulation

instability due to the relatively high temperature change in the reactor core.

To address the instability issue, Wu and Sienicki (2002) carried out a one-dimensional

linear stability analysis on a LBE natural circulation ioop. It was found that there

were two possible circulation modes, i.e., forward and backward circulations. The so-

called forward circulation refers to the normal circulation with hot liquid rising

through the heated section and falling along the cooling section, whereas the backward

circulation flows in the opposite direction, which can be important in the reactor start-

up phase. A stable backward circulation is possible if the Reynolds Number and the

loop friction loss are small. Increasing the minor pressure loss coefficient makes the

backward circulation less stable. When a backward circulation reaches its unstable

region, since the forward circulation under the same heating/cooling condition is

stable, disturbances may grow and result in flow reversal, leading to a stable forward

circulation. The results also demonstrated that a forward flow could be linearly
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unstable if Reynolds Number exceeds certain critical limit and the minor pressure loss

coefficient is small. In reality, flow reversal from the flow instability is unlikely

because of the unstable nature of the backward circulation. Under such a

circumstance the non-linear effects would either calm down the disturbance or confine

it to certain magnitude. Moreover, when the forward or backward circulation becomes

unstable, the characteristic wavelength is roughly equal to the ioop length, almost

independent of the circulating speed. This result suggested that an unstable

disturbance was enhanced after traveling around the loop, resulting in the growth of its

amplitude.

However, the effects of coolant axial heat conduction tenu was not addressed in the

analysis of Wu and Sienicki, which raised the concerns since liquid metal is generally

referred as good thermal conductor. Hence, effort in this study focuses on the analysis

of fluid axial thermal conduction for the LBE natural circulation ioop of constant flow

area employed in the analysis of Wu and Sienick in 2002. The system schematic is

shown in Figure 1, and the relevant geometric parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The investigation will be performed in three steps. First, a dimensionless order-of-

magnitude analysis will be presented to address the relative importance of the axial

conduction term in the one-dimensional energy equation. Afterwards, the steady-state

solution of the natural circulation will be derived to assess the influence of the fluid

axial thermal conduction. Finally, a linear perturbation analysis will be performed for

a wide range of thermal conductivity coefficient. The analysis is applicable not only
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for the evaluation of axial heat conduction effect, but also for the development of a

solution methodology for natural circulations with significant axial fluid heat

conduction rate.

Table 1. Geometric parameters of the natural circulation ioop

) nr () ftL () () ll ()
Liff () LCL () L()

Q.0635 1524 3.4198 1.524 34798 4.5847 4.5847 12.2174

Downc

Heat
Exchanger

ii . Heating
JflIL. m Section

Figure 1. Schematic of the natural convection loop
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Figure 2. Schematic of possible natural convection directions

The so-called forward circulation refers to the normal circulation with hot liquid rising

through the heated section and falling along the cooling section, whereas the backward

circulation flows in the opposite direction, which can be important in the reactor start-

up phase or long term cooling. As can be seen from Figure 2, in the normal condition

the hot liquid rises through heater then goes to hot-leg section followed by heat

exchanger section and then falls in cold-leg section, the corresponding dimension of

the loop can be seen from Figure 2 (b).



2. STAR-LM

In this section, advanced modular Heavy Liquid Metal Coolant (HLMC) reactor

concept, STAR-LM, is presented. The Secure, Transportable, Autonomous Reactor

(STAR) project has been proposed by Argonne National Laboratory (Spencer et al.,

2000) to meet the need of developing countries for small, multi-purpose energy

systems. The focus of this project was to explore possibilities of addressing

proliferation concerns while at the same time achieving heightened passive safety and

regaining economic competitiveness. The coolant is a Heavy Liquid Metal Coolant

(HLMC), specifically, Lead-Bismuth Eutectic (LBE). The configuration of the STAR-

LM concept is illustrated in Figure 3. There are four key structural elements: the

reactor module, the core assembly, the heat exchanger (steam generator) modules, and

the coolant module. The reactor core consists of an array of fixed fuel elements. The

fuel is uranium nitride with LBE bond fluid. The reference parameters for the 400

MWt low power density core include: 2.5 m core diameter, 2.0 m active fuel height,

0.5 m fuel element plenum height, 12.7 mm fuel element outside diameter and 1.47

pitch-to-diameter ratio in triangular lattice. The present study simulates key thermal

hydraulic features of STAR-LM in a vertical natural convection loop using lead-

bismuth eutectic coolant, with constant flow area, no free surface in the upper plenum

and neglecting the form losses due to two bends in the test loop as key assumptions.
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2.1 Lead Bismuth Eutectic (LBE)

It is well known that fast reactors show much better neutron economy compared to

thermal or epithermal reactors (Sekimoto et al, 2001). Low power density and low

pressure drop core design for the STAR-LM converter introduces the possibility of

completely eliminating the main coolant pumps by relying on natural convection for

heat transport. The Heavy Liquid Metal Coolants (HLMC) option has been chosen for

STAR-LM owing to its attractive inherent safety features (i.e. inertness with air and

with the steam/water working fluid) and very high boiling temperature. The lead-

bismuth eutectic (44.5 % Pb & 55.5 % Bi) alloy has a potential to be used as a coolant

in the primary circuits of STAR-LM. Table 2 shows some physical and thermal-

physical properties characterizing this alloy from the viewpoint of its use as a coolant.

Table 2. Physical and Thermal-Physical properties of Lead-Bismuth Eutectic

Dependence of some properties on temperature (Reference 10)

Parameter
Temperature,deg K

403 473 573 673 773 873
Density (kg/rn3) 10570 10486 10364 10242 10120 10000
Heat Capacity (J/kg.K) 146 146 146 146 146 146
Kinematic Viscosity.108(m3/s) 31.4 24.3 18.7 15.7 13.6 12.4
Prandtl Number.102 (Pr) 4.45 3.18 2.24 1.72 1.37 1.15
Heat Conductivity (W/m.K) 10.93 11.74 12.67 13.72 14.65 15.81
Thermal Diffusivity.106 (m2lsec) 7.1 7.6 8.3 9.1 9.9 10.8
Melting Temperature (K) 398
Boiling Temperature (K) 1943

As compared with other liquid metals being used for the same purposes, its high

density and the high boiling temperature are noteworthy. The latter property is the



obvious advantage of this coolant, because it enhances the reliability and safety of the

reactor. It is worth noting that the chemical activity of the coolant to water, steam and

air, i.e. to substances which can interact with the coolant in some accident conditions

is relatively low. However, it has long been considered that LBE may not be suitable

as a reactor coolant because of corrosion problems. The corrosion problem is

considered to be solved by choosing material, temperature, fluid velocity and oxygen

concentration properly. The use of ferritic stainless steel in the core and hot leg

regions with oxide-layer corrosion protection is regarded as a proven technology, and

austenitic stainless steel can be adopted in the cold leg regions, including the vessel.

2.2 Comparison of Lead-Bismuth Eutectic, Lead and Sodium

The common objectives to sodium cooled and lead cooled fast reactors are to achieve

better economics than with alternative systems and to find optimal solution for the

back end fuel cycle and achieve a high degree of safety and reliability. Pb-Bi and Pb

are chemically passive, so neither fire nor explosion is possible in case of their

interaction with water. Na-H20 reaction is violent and the need of installing HITS

(Intermediate Heat Transport System) called for between primary and secondary

circuits. In the case of Pb or Pb-Bi cooled reactor systems, IHTS is not necessary

suggesting a possibility to place a Steam-Generator in direct contact with primary

circuit coolant.
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Table 3. Thermo-Physical properties of Sodium, Lead and Lead-Bismuth

Thermophysical Properties Na Pb Pb-Bi(Eutectic)
Melting Temperature (deg C) 98 327.4 125
Boiling Temperture (deg C) 883 1745 1670
Heat of Melting (KJ/Kg) 114.8 24.7 38.8
Heat of Vaporization (KJ/Kg) 3871 856.8 852
Density (Kg/rn3) 845 10520 10150
Heat Capacity (KJ/Kg degC) 1.269 0.147 0.146
Kinematic Viscosity (m2/sec) 3 x 1 1.9 x 10 1 .4x 1
SurfaceTension (mN/rn) 163 480 392

2.3 The Argonne Lead Loop Facility

The Argonne Lead Loop Facility (ALLF) simulates key thermal hydraulic features of

STAR-LM in a vertical natural convection loop using lead-bismuth eutectic coolant

and stainless steel structure. The LBE inside the test loop will be heated by seven fuel

rod simulators having a 36 inch high heated zone. Heat will be rejected from LBE in

the loop to a heat exchanger in which subcooled water is the heat sink. The water will

flow through a copper cooling coil of 0.625 inch diameter bent into a helical spiral

surrounding the pipe wall. The reference thermal hydraulic conditions for ALLF are

also shown in Table 4.
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Table 4.Comparison of reference thermal hydraulic conditions for STAR-LM with

ALLF

Case STAR-LM ALLF

Power, MW 400 0,206

Temperature rise across heated zone, °C 183 85

Coolant inlet temperature, °C 291 269.4

Coolant outlet temperature, °C 474 354.4

Coolant velocity through rod array, rn/sec 0.383 0.501
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3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Figure 4 is the schematic diagram of the Argonne Lead Loop Facility (ALLF) to be

investigated. It contains primarily four parts, including heated section, upper pool,

cooling section and an inlet restriction unit.

Secondary
Loop

Heating
Section

Inlet
Restrictor

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the circulation ioop

For simplicity, a one-dimensional analysis is performed with heat losses being

neglected and taking axial heat conduction of the fluid into consideration. Fluid

properties are considered constant except for the effect of density variations in

producing buoyancy. For this purpose density is related to temperature according to

the Boussinesq state approximation:

p=p0[1fl(TT0)] (1)
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where, p0 is a nominal value of the density corresponding to a reference temperature,

7. The governing equations are given by:

Continuity Equation:

(2)

Momentum Balance Equation:

(au au'\ ap (ppi +u '=----+pg5 wIJ (3)at as) as

Energy Balance Equation:

rq(P,1/A) Heating
82T h(TTW)PhpC--k---= Cooling (4)Dt as2 A

Adiabatic

The relevant constitutive relations are:

Wall Friction:

=fip0u2 (ref.14) (5)

Wall Heat Transfer.

Nu = O.625(Re Pr)°4 (ref.14) (6)

Friction factor:

a
R&
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The non-dimensional groups are defined as:

Nusselt Number:

hDNu =
k

Reynolds Number:

Re=PUD
'U

Prandtl Number:

Pr =
k

Due to the high fluid density, the flow to be dealt with is mostly in turbulent regime

with a = 0.079 and n = 0.25. The subscript '0' refers to a reference condition usually

taken at the inlet of the heated section. The heating and cooling occur at the pipe wall,

while the unheated sections are considered to be adiabatic. A constant heat exchanger

wall temperature is assumed because of the boiling heat transfer in the secondary loop

at a near atmospheric condition. The fluid properties are treated as constants at the

mean coolant temperature, except for the fluid density that is subject to the Boussinesq

state approximation.
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3.1 Dimensionless Analysis

The effect of the axial thermal heat conductivity is determined by the heat conduction

term in the energy balance equation. Its non-dimensional form is given by:

DT ( k ')a2T+

Dt p0Cu1L1) as2

qPL
(POCUIA(TH Ta))

= (T_T hPhL

'p0Cu1A
0

The non-dimensional parameters are defined as:

T T/(THTC), s s/Li, t=t/(L1/u)

(7)

L, u1 and (TH-TL) are the reference parameter, representing the section length, fluid

velocity, and the maximum temperature difference in the loop, respectively. To

address the effect of axial heat conduction term, its order of magnitude ought to be

compared with the term of energy transport due to fluid flow, which is represented by

a modified Peclet Number of each section defined as:

Pe.
(p0CuL,

J

= Re
k

(8)

When Peclet Number is very large, the energy transport rate though fluid flow is

greater than axial heat conduction rate, and thus the axial conduction term becomes

less important. For natural circulation at low power condition, the fluid velocity is

small, and the axial conduction term becomes more important. Such a situation may

be particularly important for reactor early start-up or shutdown with decay power.



In Figure 5, the Peclet Number of the heated/cooled region of the test ioop is presented

as functions of Reynolds Number. For the thermal conductivity of LBE in the

specified circulation ioop, only when Re drops below 3 xlO the core Peclet Number

becomes smaller than one. Generally speaking, one expects to consider the axial heat

conduction term when Peclet Number is in the range of one, which implies that the

axial conduction heat transfer rate is comparable with the energy transport rate due to

the fluid flow.

1.OEfO3

1.OEi-02

1.0E4-01

1.OE+OO

1.OEO1

:EEEL

1 .OE+03 1.OE+04 1.OE-'-05 1.OE*06

Re

Figure 5. Peclet Number vs. Reynolds Number
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3.2 Steady-State Analysis

For steady-state condition, Equation (2) suggests that the mass flux pu is constant in

each pipe section. Using the mass flux in the heated region as the representative

parameter, we have the mass flux in any pipe section (section i):

(Acore
(pi)core,s = (pu)1

A. J
(9)

Integrating Equation (3) around the ioop under steady-state condition gives:

cJPg.ds =0 (10)

It indicates that the friction force is balanced by buoyancy force. The wall shear

stress is given by:

1 2r=fp0u, (11)

where the friction factor,f, is generally correlated by:

f=__=[(),]u;" (12)

Therefore, Equation (10) can be further reduced to



/
al

(s
= (13)A, ) [ p0Du1 A1 1}

11-1+/c 0

with k, represents the minor pressure loss at the end of each pipe section.

The equation needs the solution of temperature distribution around the loop.

Under steady-state conditions, Equation (4) can be integrated in each pipe section.

Heated Section

raT T1 d2TpC+uI=q +k OSHcore (14)
Lat ösj ds2

T = N2s+B1 e1('C0+B2 (15)

dT- = N2 + N1B1 e_Nb0e_ (16)ds

N PCU N2
q'[ k JCore

=
Core Core

Hot Section

d2TpCudT0 OsLHL (17)
ds2 k ds

T= B3 + B4 (18)

dT- = B3 N1 e' (19)ds
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Heat Exchanger Section

dTpCu -= d2T 0sHSG (20)
ds2ds

T = B5
eN! A1 s + B6 e A2(HSG s) + T (21)

= (N AI)B5 eNIAIS + N1 A2 B6 e_N1A2(_ (22)
ds

A1
/(i(h(P/A)SGk
4) l (pcu) J,

A /(i(h(Ph/A)SGk
4) (pcu)2

Cold Section

d2TpCudT0 0sLCL (23)
ds2 k ds

T = B7 e (LCL s) + B8 (24)

= N B7 e1L
(25)ds

The coefficients, B1 to B8, can be determined by imposing temperature and flux

continuity as the boundary condition at each pipe junction.

TICL T01e, TICOrC TIHL TIHL = TISG Tj = T1CL
s=LCL 5=0 s=H== s=0 s=LHL s=0 S=HSG s = 0



AI]

dTIC dTIC0 dTIC'0 dTI dTI dTISG dTISG dTICL

dSLL dSS = o' S=Ho, s=O dSL=LHL cLJ=o d1SJs=HSa

However, depending on the flow direction, the integration is different, and therefore,

two separate cases should be investigated depending on the flow directions, i.e.,

forward and backward circulations, as illustrated in Figure 6. The so-called forward

circulation, as shown in Figure 6(a), refers to the normal circulation with hot liquid

rising above the heated section and falling along the cooling section, whereas the

backward circulation flows in the opposite direction, as shown in Figure 6(b).

Sc

[I

-IL

Core

(a) Forward Circulation

Inert Gas

SG
H

ilL

fi Jf-jJCore
CL *+-- 4 I

(b) Backward Circulation

Figure 6. Flow Loops
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3.2.1 Forward Circulation

For forward circulation, substituting the eight boundary conditions into the solutions

of temperature distribution, we have the following algebraic equation that governs the

eight constants:

+ B3 eUh1L = (26)

B3 N1 + N1 B1 = N2 (27)

B3 + B4 B5 B6 e_N2H = T (28)

B3 N1 B5 N1 A1 B6 N1 A2 e'h1'2" = 0 (29)

B5 e"I A1 HSG
+ B6 B7 e

LCL B8 = T (30)

(N1 A1 )B5 e'1 A1 H7 + (N1 A2 )B6 N1 B7 La = 0 (31)

+ e
Hc0, = 0 (32)

N N1 HCore = (33)



_NILHL 1 0i e
0 _NILHL

N1e
0 0N,

1010

00 N,

0 NIA1HSGe0 00
0 N1AieN1A1000

0 0-NiHCore 1 0

0 0N1flCore
t_N1e 0 0

o 1BI I_N2Hco0 0
fl
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Now from the buoyancy term equation (momentum equation) for the forward circulation

loop we have

fTgp0flds

(H0

= POP JT+
HHL Hs0 HCL

JTHL + JTG + STCLJ]

HHL HSG HCL

[- p0
fi
[ J

(-1) + JTHL (1) + JG (i )+ JTCL (i )J]

Hc0 HilL SG HCL

=[ Po P [ J + JTHL JTSG JTCL

J ]

(N2 Hore + + H, H
B1 e

N1 Hc B e" (L HilL)
'i 1
I I

I 2 N1
Core

AT1 N1
I

I

B3 B5 eN1hht B6
-TWHSG=pOPLB4HHL

N1 N1A1 N1A2
I

B5 B6 e_N1A2 H B7 e
B8 HCL +

B7N1 (LCL -HCL)

1+ +
N1A1 N1A2 N1 N1 ) J

(34)

By substituting this closed ioop temperature integration into the integral momentum

equation, an algebraic equation of the fluid velocity is obtained.

3.2.2 Backward Circulation

For backward circulation, the buoyancy term in the integral momentum equation is

different from what obtained in the case of forward circulation:
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Tgp0f3ds

11Co LCL HSG LYL

= p0 /3
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Tore + JTHL + JTSG + JTCL
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(Hc LCL HSG LHL

=
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0 LCL-HCL 0 LHL-HHL

( H LCL

= Po /
J

T;0, + JTHL + JT5G JTCL

0 LcLHa 0 LJJLHHL

N r-2
B2 Hore + B1 e ' B3 e (L-LcL)

2 11Core
+

2 N1 N1 N1

B3 e_NI_Lc1 B5 B6+B4HcL+ +
N1 N1A1 N1A2

poll

+ T HSG
B5 B6 e_N2 B7 e_NtL_L)

N1A1 N1A2 N1

B7 e'cL1)
B8LHL + +Bg(LHLHHL)

N1

For both forward and backward circulation we have

Friction term: f((Jpo u2

If the Re <2100,

(35)

(36)

f () Re' (Fanning friction factor for the laminar flow) (37)



If (Re 2100) and (Re <30,000)

0.316 -0.25f (Re) (Fanning friction factor for the turbulent flow) (38)

If Re 30,000

\-0.200.184) e) (Fanning friction factor for the turbulent flow) (39)

Using the new fluid temperature as the input, iteration continues till the

solution converges.

f(L(TgSpO/3)ds
(40)

2
U

(Tg,pQfl)ds _*Jpou2
(41)

J2

Po U
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where PC and BC refers to the forward circulation and backward circulation for the

loop, respectively. The value of u is iterated such that E < 0.0000 1 condition is

satisfied and thus steady-state velocity and steady-state temperature is obtained and

are further used in the perturbation analysis.

3.2.3 Steady-State Solutions

In Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the temperature profiles of forward and backward natural

circulations are presented respectively, with a nominal power of 0.206MW. As the

modified Peclet Number decreases (corresponding to an artificial increase of thermal

conductivity in the axial conduction term, while the heat transfer coefficient in the

heat exchanger remains unchanged), the temperature profile shape remains almost

unchanged until Pe drops to the order of 10 and below, where a smoother temperature

profile emerges because of the strong axial heat conduction effect. Since the system Pe

is in the order of 100,000, it is secure to neglect the axial heat conduction term for the

prediction of fluid temperature profile. For backward circulation case with Pe in the

order of one, the temperature profile could not produce the needed buoyancy force,

and thus there exists no backward circulation. In terms of linear stability analysis, the

characteristic frequency has a real positive root without imaginary component. This is

a static instability reflecting the absence of steady-state solutions.
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Figures 8(a) and 8(b) present the natural circulation solutions in a dimensionless

form: a modified Grashof Number defined below versus Reynolds Number.

Gr p2gf3ATH
1L1

(42)

The thermal center height, Hth, measures from the heating center to the cooling center.

L\T is the maximum temperature difference in the closed loop.

The results suggest that the effect of axial conduction term on the steady-state natural

forward and backward circulations is negligible as Peclet Number drops from infinity

(without axial heat conduction) to 1,000, about one percent of the LBE system. This

is because the coolant temperature profile along the natural circulation ioop almost

remains unchanged within the Peclet Number range of this investigation. Namely,

neglecting the fluid axial heat conduction term in the steady-state natural circulation

analysis is a proper approximation.
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3.3 Linear Perturbation Analysis

For simplicity, the heat transfer coefficient is assumed constant in the linear stability

analysis. The rationale behind this assumption is that the perturbation is small around

the steady solution, and therefore, this coefficient is relatively stable.

The major assumption to be made in this simplified analysis is constant flow area in

the ioop. This assumption is applied to the core heating section, upper plenum and

the bottom section. The friction loss due to pipe size difference is lumped into a

minor pressure loss coefficient, K. All the assumptions are summarized below:

(1) Constant flow area,

(2) No free surface in the upper plenum,

(3) Neglecting the form losses due to two bends in the test ioop.

With those assumptions, the simplified test ioop is shown schematically in Figure 11.

Secondary
Loop

T0 Heating
Section

Lumped minor
pressure loss

Figure 11. Simplified ioop for the perturbation analysis
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Following the approach of Welander (1967), small disturbances are superimposed

upon the steady-state solutions in the following forms

u=u3+ee°t (43)

(44)

Because of the assumption of constant flow area, the coolant velocity is the same

everywhere in the loop. The closed loop integration of the perturbed momentum

equation is given by

poctDL=_pQg/3Ju7J_Jds _pous[f(J(22hlJ+K] (45)

where n depends on flow regimes (turbulent flow: n=O.25, a=O.079; laminar flow:

n=1, a=14). Assuming constant heat transfer coefficient, the linearized energy

equation is given by

Ik

I ds
w+u ___g__! I

ds dspoc[

di dT

ds2

I ds

or the linearized energy equation can be written as:

d2i7a
ds2

di d1 ( p i d2iio+u+s---= -i7h
ds ds Ap0C) ds

d2i7a
ds2

Heated Region

Heat Exchanger Region (46)

Others

Heated Region

Heat Exchanger Region (47)

Others
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Equation (47) has to be solved for different flow regions in order to find the closed

loop integration of '7. Since the integration depends on the circulation direction, the

forward and backward circulations have to be investigated separately.

3.3.1 Forward Circulation

The process comprises of four steps. First, the temperature disturbance distribution in

each section has to be solved individually. Second, the closed loop boundary

condition is used to determine the temperature disturbance (at the core inlet) in terms

of the steady-state solutions, core coolant velocity disturbance, and the characteristic

frequency, w. Afterwards, the closed loop integration of , ought to be performed, and

finally an algebraic equation of w can be obtained.

Heated Section

dii dT d2'7
170) +U5 +g'=

ds ds ds2
(48)

17
'-"U A3(HO,- s) + C N2 N1B1

s) (49)
(SJCore 0)+u,N1aN
- =

d('i
1Sl\&J Core

C11 e-°' s)
+ 24 c eA s

N B1
e_N1 (H0 s)

(0+U N1 aNt
(50)



Hot Leg Section

di dT d2i/w+uSd ds ds2
(51)

= c'3 + c;'4 e2 +
N1 B3 e_N1L - s)

-aN+u5Ni+w (52)

d (,'\
= A3 C3 + A4 C;4

N B3
e_NI s)

(53)
a N + u5 N1 + w

Heat Exchanger Section

d2ii di ( dT-a--+u +iI o + 1=
ds2 ds Ap0C) ds

1 = c + C6 e +
-B5 N1A1

hP
I

Ap0 C)

B6 N1A2

+1 hP I

A p0 C)

(54)

(55)
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Cold Leg Section

d2ij di' dT
a----+u+77a) =s----i
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e' A1

hP
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N1 B7
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d (ii NB7
23C;7 eL5) +24C e2
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(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)
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Now on applying the boundary conditions, i.e., continuity in temperature disturbance

and its gradient at each pipe junctions, we have
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From all the sections using the above mentioned boundary condition, 8 equations are

obtained to form a matrix. The equations are as follows:

c;, c; e1° + +
N B1

+ c; + c;
N1 B3

e_N1 LHL = 0 (60)
cO+Zl O)+Z1

N B1
23 C -24 c12 e + + 23 C3 +24 C

N B3
e' LHL = 0 (61)

w+Z1 w+Z1

-C'3 -C e'° +
N1 B3

+ +
( B5 2 \ ( B6 22

&+Z1 +z2) _3)e 0 (62)

2 C3 24 CR eA4 +
N B3

+ 2 c +26
(63)

[B5 (B6 (22)2
]e A21150

a.'+Z2 w+Z3
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+ ,%4C18
N B7
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(65)

c, e
H

+ c
N2 N1 B1 e" H c7 c;8e LCL +

N1 B7
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N2B
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IIPsG
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)2
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The solution of this linear algebraic equation set provides a relation between the

temperature disturbance and the velocity disturbance. To obtain the final solution of

the characteristic frequency, the temperature disturbance integration over the entire

loop needs to be carried out in the perturbed integral momentum equation.

Now for the buoyancy term we have

M1 = (fp [3 [J1ie0)t ds (74)

[H / '\ 11HL / \ H HCL

Mi = p/3g
J

LJ ds + J
J

ds
5 1')

ds
5

ds

L 0 Core 0 HL 0 0

Mi = p/3g

(75)

C2 e Hcore N2 H B1 Ci", e2 score
+

A4 w w+Zl A A4

B1 C1, C4 e1 1111L B3-NlHcre ++ e + eNILHLHHL
w+Zi A Z1+w

C3 e2 LHL c B3 C6 e HSG p
- + e1L +

A3 A4 Z1+w A A Z2+w

B6 C e" B5 B6 e2I C7 _-23(LCL-HCL)

+ + +
Z3+& A5 A6 Z2+w Z3+a
c:, e24'C1 B C C' B

- + + + 18 7

24 Z1+w A3 A4 Z1+w

(76)

3.3.2 Backward Circulation

The matrix is the same as obtained previously in forward circulation. The only

difference which lies is in the buoyancy term.
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Hi \ LHL " 1r Hc,( LCL /
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c7 e' (LCLLHL+HUL) C8 e1 (LHL-HHL) B LHL+HHL)+ e"+
23 24 Z1+co

(78)

For both the cases, i.e., forward and backward circulations, we have

F(Q)=M1FFLp0w=0 (79)

where,

FF = Pu
f(4_L 12n

2 J
(80)

If the Re <2100,
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f Re' (Fanning friction factor for the laminar flow) (81)

If (Re 2100) and (Re < 30,000)

0.316 -0.25f (Re) (Fanning friction factor for the turbulent flow) (82)

If Re 30,000

(0.18(

')_0.204) Re, (Fanning friction factor for the turbulent flow) (83)

where the value of Mi is obtained from Equation (76) for the forward circulation case

and Equation (78) for the backward circulation case, respectively. Mi represents the

buoyancy term for the circulation ioop and FF represents the friction term. F(w) is

further evaluated in MATLAB and stability is determined using the Nyquist criterion

and a numerical root search method. With the solution of temperature perturbation as a

function of velocity disturbance, the perturbed linear momentum equation can yield an

algebraic characteristic equation that governs the angular frequency w. If the root of a

has a positive real component the system is unstable because a small disturbance will

grow exponentially. Otherwise the system should be stable or neutrally stable.
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4 STABILITY BOUNDARY

Two mathematical approaches were employed to assess the system stability: the

Nyquist criterion and a root-searching method. With the Nyquist criterion the stability

boundary can be readily identified without the complication of searching for each

individual root. Since the Nyquist criterion cannot provide the actual value of the root,

it is difficult to address the mechanisms that govern the system stability. Therefore,

root search method is employed to search for the root as a function of Reynolds

Number.

4.1 Nyquist Criterion

The Nyquist criterion basically provides a method to investigate whether or not

Equation (79) has roots in the w plane with a positive real component. According to

the criterion, the number of roots of Equation (79) within a given closed curve in the

w plane is equal to the number of times F( ) encircles the origin in the F plane as

traverses the given closed curve. F( w) must be analytic within, and analytic and non-

zero on, the closed curve. The positive imaginary branch of the closed curve in the a

plane is shown by the solid curve in the F( w) plane, whereas the negative branch

corresponds to the dotted line. The Figure 12(a) shows that the curve in the F(w)

plane does not enclose the origin, and therefore the system is stable for the forward

circulation case, whereas the Figure 12(b) shows that the curve in the F( zu) plane does

enclose the origin, and therefore the system is unstable for the backward circulation

case.
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4.2 Root Search Method

In the root search method, effort focuses on the lowest characteristic frequency and on

the root that may have positive real component. Figure 13 presents two plots oflF(w

versus co for both forward and backward circulation. In this study the main objective

is to find the minimum magnitude of function F(co) by varying co. For the forward

circulation, with nominal power (0.206 MW) minimum F(co lands at a point where

the real part of co is negative, it implies a stable condition if F(w truly touches zero

at that location. On the other hand for backward circulation, with nominal power

(0.206 MW) minimum F(co lands at a point where the real part of co is positive, it

implies an unstable condition.

Using MATLAB solver code, a root-searching program was developed to follow one

specific root as the heating power increases. Figures 14 and 15 summarize the results

for both forward and backward circulations. The real component of the root against

Reynolds Number is shown in Figure 14 for Peclet Number ranging from 1,000 to

infinity. For forward circulations, there is an unstable region when a1.e is greater than

zero. Interestingly, as Peclet Number decreases, the unstable region becomes smaller

and the circulation is thus more stable. This is possibly due to the smoother

temperature profile that has a damping effect on disturbances. However, the variation

is very small within the Peclet Number range. On the other hand, the backward

circulation becomes unstable at a relatively low Reynolds Number ('-j 8x103). This
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characteristic is preferable for reactor operation. When external heating is applied to

melt liquid metal, a backward circulation could be established initially. Once the core

heats up, the backward circulation might quickly turn around due to the flow

instability. Nevertheless, the results in Figure 14 suggest that fluid axial heat

conduction has no effect on the stability boundary within the wide Peclet Number

range. The imaginary component of w versus Reynolds Number is plotted in Figure

15. Peclet Number in the specified range seems to be of no effect on wm for both

backward and forward circulation. The value of wjm matches roughly the frequency of

a fluid particle passes through the entire circulation loop, in spite of the power level

change that results in the variation of the fluid circulating velocity. This result may

imply that a disturbance could be enhanced after traveling around the loop when

instability occurs. More importantly, if the frequency matches certain neutronics

feedback period, resonance oscillations could emerge, resulting in linearly unstable

natural circulations.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

1) A relatively complete analysis method is developed to solve one-dimensional

natural circulation problems with the consideration of fluid axial heat

conduction effect, through non-dimensional analysis, steady-state solution

estimation and linear perturbation analysis.

2) Under steady-state conditions, the energy equation is integrated in each pipe

section i.e. the heated section, hot section, heat-exchanger section and cold

section. Temperature and flux continuity is imposed as the boundary condition

at each pipe junction and thus eight equations are obtained which are further

solved to obtain temperature distribution. By substituting the closed loop

temperature integration into the integral momentum equation, an algebraic

equation of fluid velocity is obtained.

3) From the steady-state analysis depending on the flow directions two separate

cases are investigated ie. forward circulation and backward circulation. At

nominal power (0.206 MW), 0.50 14 rn/sec velocity was obtained for forward

circulation and 0.4956 mlsec velocity was obtained for backward circulation.

In order to understand the effect of fluid axial conduction term in a better way

the power is varied from 0.24 W to 6.48 MW. A common trend was found for

both forward and backward circulation i.e. as the Reynolds number is

increased the system tends to approach an unstable state.
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4) Thermal conductivity is artificially increased in the axial conduction term, the

temperature profile remains almost unchanged until Peclet number drops to the

order of 10 and below. When Peclet number is in order of one, there exists no

backward circulation as the temperature profile is not able to produce the

needed buoyancy force.

5) The steady-state solution is perturbed and the energy equation is integrated in

each pipe section. Temperature and flux continuity is imposed as the boundary

condition at each pipe junction, the closed loop boundary condition is used to

determine the temperature disturbance in terms of the steady-state solutions,

core coolant velocity disturbance and the characteristic frequency, o. To

obtain the final solution of characteristic frequency, the temperature

disturbance integration over the entire loop is carried out in the perturbed

integral momentum equation. Two mathematical approaches were employed to

assess the system stability Nyquist criterion and a root-searching method. A

stable system was found for forward circulation whereas under the same

nominal power condition backward circulation was found to be unstable. Both

Nyquist criterion and root-search method produced consistent results for the

linear stability anlaysis.

6) Fluid axial heat conduction in natural circulation loop should be considered

only when the modified Peclet number is in the order ofone or below, which is

significantly smaller than the practical value (100,000 in the specified loop) of

liquid metal natural circulation systems. Therefore, it is appropriate to neglect
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fluid axial heat conduction effect in the thermal hydraulics analysis related to

liquid metal natural circulation cooled nuclear reactors. However, at low

heating power conditions, as in the case of reactor start-up or long term cooling

after shutdown, fluid axial thermal conduction could become important

because of the slow coolant natural circulation. In those cases, the magnitude

of the system Peclet number should be closely examined to validate the

neglecting of fluid axial heat conduction in natural circulation analysis.
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6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

1) Stable backward circulation is possible if Reynolds Number and the loop

friction loss are small. Experimentally, such flow may be initiated with

external driving force or heating. It is speculated that for large disturbances

the flow may be unstable due to non-linear effects, the resulting flow reversal

that leads to a stable forward circulation.

2) Forward flow can be unstable if Reynolds Number exceeds a critical limit for

the case of no minor pressure loss. Physically, flow reversal due to flow

oscillation is unlikely for the specific loop geometry and the unstable nature of

the backward circulation. Eventually the disturbance should calm down

perhaps because of the non-linear effects and/or the axial heat conduction.

With the knowledge and experience gained, we would like to propose future efforts

for the improvements and modification of the study:

1) Carrying out the same analysis with consideration of area change and free

surface in the upper plenum.

2) Parametric study on the ioop geometry. By varying the locations and sizes of

the heated region and heat exchanger, certain design criteria are expected from

the analysis, which could be very useful for the development of inherently safe

generation 1V reactors.
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3) Numerical simulations to investigate the non-linear effects on the flow

stability, particularly on the evaluation of the linear stability boundary. The

results could also provide guidance to the experimental investigations on the

transient behaviors of the model reactor.
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APPENDIX A - FLOW CHART



Update the velocity (u).

Start

Defining the geometric
parameters.

Assume a value for the
velocity (u).

Set of energy equations
are solved under steady
state condition.

gp03ds fric(u)
=c

fric(u)

C <0.0001

Yes

Value of u, T0, z\ T are
obtained.

The steady state solution is perturbed
for finding linear stability conditions.
u=u+c&°t ; T=T+rle°t

I

F(co)= M1FLp0u
I

Stability boundary is determined by using
Nyquist plot and roots are obtained by using Stop
Root Search methodology.
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%*******************************************************************
% In the following code, the effects of fluid axial conduction on
% liquid metal natural circulation and linear stability was carried% out. Effect of the artificial change in the thermal conductivity
% was not considered on the heat transfer coefficient.

% Author: Piyush Sabharwall

% Instructor: Dr. Qiao Wu

% Date: February 7, 2004

global Ml FF L rho

t = 1;

qw2=0;

temp = 0;

whi 1 e(qw2.<6 . 7758e+08)

qw2=0. 03-+-temp;

% global variables being declared

% temporary variable

% heat flux [w/mA2]

% temporary variable

% incrementing heat flux

temp=0.9*(3*tA4); % incrementing temporary variable

if t<2

w0re=- .11384; % arbitrary guessed value for the real part
% of w,based on 3D surface plot

woim=0.0654; % arbitrary guessed value for the imaginary
% part of w,based on 3D surface plot

else

w0re=Data(t-1,9); % 9 refers to wrre in the Data variable

woim=Data(t-1,10); % 10 refers to wrim in the Data variable

end;

t = t+1; % incrementing the temporary variable

StabilityAnalysis_Mod; % Calling StabilityAnalysis_Mod subroutine

Data(t-1,1:11)=[qw2 Q U Re Pe Pemod Gr Pr wrre wrim F);

% storing in a variable called Data

end; % ending the main loop

csvwrite('fzmrootsl.csv',Data) % writing it to a file
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%************* *********** * ** **** *** * *** ** ** ******* ****** *** ** *

% The following Stability_Analysis_Mod program (subroutine) is called
% to carry out the necessary stability boundary calculation by steady
% state analysis and linear perturbation evaluation. Further Nyquist
% plot and root search method is employed to determine the stability
% boundary and to determine roots respectively.

% Author: Piyush Sabharwall

% Instructor: Dr. Qiao Wu

% Date: February 7, 2004

% Note: In this code Circ equal to 1 corresponds to forward
% circulation,where as circ equal to 0 corresponds to
% backward circulation.

global Ml FF L rho % global variables being declared.
utol=1E-6; % relative Error value for the calculation of the

% velocity

Circ = 1 ; % forward circulation loop
%Circ = 0; % backward circulation loop
%qw2 = 6.7758e005;% nominal operating condition, heat flux [w/mA2]
g = 9.80665; % gravitational Constant [m/s2]

% Geometric parameters of the loop are defined as follows:

D = 0.0635; % pipe diameter [m]

Dref=D; % reference dia being assigned the value of D

H_core = 1.5240; % assumed height of the core [ml

H_hot = 3.4798; % assumed height of the hot leg [m]

L_hot = 4.5847; % total length of the hot-leg [m]

H_hex = H_core; % height of the steam generator is equivalent to
% assumed height of core[m]

H_cold = H_hot; % assuming height of cold leg to be equal to
% hot leg Em]

L_cold = L_hot; % total length of the cold-leg [m]
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H_center H_cold; % H_center is the center of the heating and
% cooling section [m)

L = L_hot + L_cold + H_core + H_hex; % Total Length of the loop

D_core = Dref; % dia of core [m]

0_hot = Dref; % dia of hot leg [in)

D_hex = Dref; % dia of heat-exchanger [in)

0_cold = Dref; % dia of cold leg [m]

P_core = pi * D_core ; % calculation for the perimeter of the
% core [m]

P_hot = p1 * D_hot ; % calculation for the perimeter of the
% hot leg [in]

P_hex = pi * D_hex ; % calculation for the perimeter of the
% steam generator [m)

P_cold = pi * D_cold ; % calculation for the perimeter of the
% cold leg[m]

A_core = pi * 0_core * D_core / 4.0; % calculation for the area of
% the core [mA2]

A_hot = pi * D_hot * 0_hot / 4.0; % calculation for the area of
% the hot leg [mA2]

A_hex = pi * D_hex * D_hex / 4.0; % calculation for the area of
% the steam generator [mA2]

A_cold = p1 * 0_cold * 0_cold / 4.0; % calculation for the area of
% the cold leg[mA2]

Q = qwz*P_core*H_core; % power from the core [w]

Iconvs = 0; % convergence criterion not met for
% steady-state solution

% Note: If Iconvs value equals 1 then convergence criterion for the% steady-state is met, IconvS equals 0 refers to convergence
criterion not met.

% Fluid properties

Tw = 110; % temperature [de9 C] at about 20 psi,
% facility operating almost at atm
% pressure

Tref = Tw; % reference temperature set equal to Tw

rho = 10740.0 - 1.38 * Tref; % density calculation [kg/mA3]

c = 148.1; % specific fluid heat capacity [J/(kg.C)]

u = 0.05; % initial guess for the velocity [m/sec]

IteraS = 100; % maximum number of iteration for steady-state
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% analysis

for Niteras = 1 : Iteras % start the iteration for steady state
% analysis (N-Iteration)

ul = u ; % steady-state one dimensional fluid velocity in
% the reactor core calculated at the previous
% iteration

rho = 10740.0 1.38 * Tref; % density calculation [kg/mA3)

kfact = 100; % to vary thermal conductivity artificially

mu = 4.9e-4 * exp(760.1 I (Tref + 273.15));
% dynamic viscosity of water [kg/(m.$)

kappa =(11.16 + 0.01023 (Tref - 150.0))*kfact;
% coeff of axial heat conduction 1w/(m.C)]

beta = 1.38 I (10740.0 1.38 * Tref);
% volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
% of the fluid [1/c]

Re = (rho * U * D_hex)/ mu;
% calculation for the Reynolds number

if (Re < 2100.)

f = (64./4.)*ReA(_1.) ; % Darcy friction factor for the
% laminar flow for the reactor core [-]

elseif (Re >= 2100.) & (Re < 30000.)

f = (0.316/4.)*ReA(_0.25)
% Darcy friction factor for the
% turbulent flow (Blasius) for the
% reactor core [-]

elseif (Re >= 30000.)

f = (0.184/4.)*ReA(_0.20)
% Darcy friction factor for the turbulent
% flow (McAdams) for the reactor core [-]

end

%Note: The following parameters (Pr, Nu, h) are not effected by
% the artificial increase in kappa.

Pr = mu * c/ (kappa/kfact);
% calculation for the Prandt number

Nu = 0.625 * (ReAO.4 * PrAO.4);
% calculation for Nussel number

h = ((Nu*kappa/kfact) / D_hex);
% calculation for heat teansfer
% coeff for convection

Km = 0; % form loss coefficient



Ni = (rho * c * u) / kappa;

N2 = (qw2 / (rho * c * u)) *(p_core I A_core)

lambdaii = 0.5 - sqrt(0.25 + (h *kappa*(p_hex / A_hex))
/((rho * c * u)A2));

lambda2i = 0.5 + sqrt(O.25 + (h *kappa*(p_hex / A_hex) )
/((rho * c * u)A2));

AS = zeros(8,8)
; % coefficient matrix elements for the

% boundary conditions of the
% steady-state energy equations [-

; i/rn)

BS = zeros(8,1)
; % source vector elements for the boundary

% conditions of the steady-state energy
% equations [C ; C/m]

CS = zeros(8,i)
; % solution vector elements for the

% boundary conditions of the steady-state
% energy equations: Integration constant
% for the steady-state fluid temperature
% profile in each region [C]

AS(i, 1) = 1;
AS(i, 2) = 1;
AS(i, 3) = -exp(-Ni * L_hot);
AS(i, 4) = - 1;
AS(2, 1) = Ni;
AS(2, 3) _Ni*exp(_Ni * L_hot);
AS(3, 3) = 1;
AS(3, 4) = 1;
AS(3, 5) = -1;
AS(3, 6) = -exp(-Ni * lambda2i * H_hex);
AS(4, 3) = Ni;
AS(4, 5) = _Ni*lambdaii;
AS(4, 6) = -Ni * lambda2i * exp(-N1 * lambda2i * H_hex);
AS(5, 5) = exp(Ni * lambdaii * H_hex);
AS(5, 6) =
AS(5, 7) = -exp(-Ni * L_cold);
AS(5, 8) = -1;
AS(6, 5) = Ni * lambdaii * exp(Ni * larnbdaii * H_hex);
AS(6, 6) = Ni * lambda2i;
AS(6, 7) = -Ni * exp(-Ni * L_cold);
AS(7, i) = -exp(-Ni * H_core);
AS(7, 2) = -i;
AS(7, 7) = 1;
AS(7, 8) = 1;
AS(8, 1) = -Ni * exp(-Ni * H_core);
AS(8, 7) = Ni

BS(i) = -N2 * H_core;
BS(2) = -N2;
BS(3) = Tw;
BS(5) = -Tw;
BS(8) = N2;

CS = AS\8S

x = CS;
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Bi=X(i);
B2=X(2);
B3=X(3);
B4=X(4);
B5=x(5);
B6=X(6);
B7=X(7);
B8=X(8);

% Momentum term calculation as under

if (Circ == 1) % forward Circulation Loop

M =(rho*beta*g)*((N2*(H_coreA2)/2) + (Bi/Ni) + (B2*H_core)- ((B1*exp(_1*N1*H_core))/N1)
+((B3*exp(_Ni*L_hot + Ni*H_hot))/ Ni) + (B4 *Hhot)- ((B3*exp(_i*L_hot*Ni))/ Ni)

((B5*exp(N11 ambdall*H_hex))/(Ni*l ambdail))- (B6/(Ni*lambda2l)) - (Tw*H_hex)+(B5/(N1*lambdail))
+((B6*exp(_1*N1*l ambda21H_hex))/(N1*lambda2l))
_((B7*exp(_i*Ni*L_cold + Ni*H_cold))/ Ni)
_(B8*H_cold)+((B7*exp(_i*Ni*L_cold))/Ni));

elseif (circ == 0) % backward Circulation Loop
M =(rho*beta*g)*((_N2*(H_coreA2)/2)_(B1/Ni)_(B2*H_core)+ ((Bi*exp(i*Ni*H_core))/Ni)

+ ((83*exp(_Ni*L_hot + N1*L_cold))/ Ni) + (B4 *Hcold)- ((83*exp(_1*L_hot*Ni+Ni*L_cold_Ni*H_cold))/ Ni)+ ((B5*exp(N1*lambdali*H_hex))/(Ni*lambdaii))
+ (B6/(N1*lambda2l)) + (Tw*H_hex)_(B5/(N1*l ambdaii))- ((B6*exp(_1*N1*lambda2i*H_hex))/(N1*lambda2i))
_((B7*exp(_1*N1*L_cold + N1*L_hot))/ N1)_(BS*L_hot)
+ ((B7*exp(_1*Ni*L_coldNi*L_hot_N1*H_hot))/N1)+ B8*(L_hot_H_hot));

end

Tref = ((N2 * H_core + X(1) + X(2))+ (Tw + x(5) * exp(Ni * lambdaii * H_hex)
+

% reference temperature which is obtained by
% taking the average of the outlet temperature% of the core and the steam-generator.

u = sqrt(M/((4*f/2)*(L/D_hot)*(rho)));
% updated steady-state one-dimensional fluid velocity
% in the reactor core [m/s]

uerr (u-ui)/ui
% relative error in the steady-state one-dimensional
% fluid velocity in the reactor core [-]

if (abs (Uerr)<= Utol)
Iconvs = 1 ; % convergence criterion met



break; % out of Iteration Loop
end

end % end of Iteration for Steady State Analysis

s_core =H_core/100;

% dividing the total core height in order to obtain
% the step size

s_hot = L_hot/100;

% dividing the total hot-leg length in order to obtain
% the step size

s_hex = H_hex/100;

% dividing the total steam-generator height in order
% to obtain the step size

s_cold =L_cold/100;

% dividing the total cold-leg length in order to
% obtain the step size

Pe=rho*c*u*o/kappa; % Peclet Number

Pe_mod = pe*II_core/D; % modified Peclet Number

% Plot the steady State fluid temperature profile
% over the NC Loop

figure

hold on

% disp('core Section :');

si = O:s_core:H_core;

% it refers to the all the values(numbers)from 0 to H_core
% with an increment of 0.01.

T_core = N2 * (sl-0) + x(1) * exp(-N1 * (H_core - (sl-0)))
+ x(2);

% disp('Hot Section :');

s2 = H_core:s_hot:L_hot-FH_core;

% it refers to the all the values(numbers)frorn 0 to L_hot
% with an increment of 0.01.

i_hot = x(3) * exp(-N1 * CL_hot - (52-H_core))) + x(4);

% disp('Heat Exchanger Section :');

s3 = L_hot+H_core: s_hex: I-i_hex+L_hot-t-i-i_core;
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% it refers to the all the values(numbers)from 0 to H_hex
% with an increment of 0.01.

T_hex = Tw + x(5) * exp(N1 * lambdall * (s3-(L_hot+H_core)))+ x(6) * exp(-N1 * lambda2l* (H_hex (s3-(L_hot+H_core))));

% disp('Cold Section :');

s4 = H_hex-t-L_hot+H_core: s_cold: L_col d+H_hex+L_hotH_core;

T_cold = x(7) * exp(-N1 * (L_cold
(s4- (H_hex+L_hot+H_core))))

+ X(8);

plot(si, T_core, s2, i_hot, s3, T_hex, s4, T_cold, 'linewidth',
3);

Ti = N2 * H_core + x(1) * exp(-N1 * (H_core H_core)) + x(2);
% outlet temperature of core

T2 = Tw + x(5) * exp(N1 * lambdall * H_hex)
+ x(6) * exp(-N1 * lambda2l * (H_hex H_hex));

% outlet temperature of heat-exchanger
deltaT = T1-T2;
grid on
title('Temperature Profile Natural Circulation Loop')
xlabel ('Distance')
yl abel ('Temperature')
gtext ('Core')
gtext ('HL')
gtext ('SG')
gtext ('CL')
gtext ('Q = 0.206Mw')

hold off

T_core = transpose (i_core);
T_hot = transpose (i_hot);
T_hex = transpose (T_hex);
T_cold = transpose (i_cold);
Si = transpose (sl);
s2 = transpose (s2);
s3 = transpose (s3);
s4 = transpose (s4);

% Linear Pertubation Analysis

ratio=0.0Oi; % increment scale

wr=0.0; % w real
wi = ratio * [-2000 : 1. : 2000]



% imaginary part of the characteristic
% frequency [us]

for m=1:1:4001

% increment operator which would vary
% from 1 till 4000 with the increment
% of 1 at each time step

w = wr + j*wi(m);

% characteristic frequency

alpha = kappa/(rho*c);

% calculation for thermal diffusivity [m2/sec]

lambda3 = (u + sqrt((uA2)+4*alpha*w))/(2*alpha);

lambda4 = (u - sqrt((uA2)+4*alpha*w))/(2*alpha);

lambdaS = (u + sqrt((uA2)+4*alpha*(w + (h*P_hex)/
(Ahex*rho*c))))/(2*al pha);

lambda6 = (u - sqrt((uA2)+4*alpha*(w + (h*P_hex)/
(Ahex*rho*c))))/(2*alpha);

lambdai = Ni * lambdaui;

larnbda2 = Ni * larnbda2l;

z = (h*p_hex)/(Ahex*rho*c);

zi = (_i*a]pha*(N1A2)+u*Ni);

z2 = (_i*alpha*(lambdalAz)+u*lambdal+z);

Z3 = (_i*alpha*(lambda2A2)+u*lambda2z);

AP = zeros (8,8)

% coefficient matrix elements for the boundary conditions of
% the energy perturbation equations [- ; 1/rn]

BP = zeros (8,1)

% source vector elements for the boundary conditions of the
% energy perturbation equations [C-s/rn

; C-s/m2]

= zeros (8,1)

% solution vector elements for the boundary conditions of the
% energy perturbation equations: Integration constant for the
% ratio of the fluid temperature

AP(1,1)= -1;
AP(1,2)= _1*exp(lambda4*Hcore);
AP(1,3)= exp(_lambda3*Ljlot);
AP(1,4)= 1;
AP(2,1)= -lambda3;



AP(22)= _lambda4*exp(lambda4*H_core);
AP(2 , 3)= lambda3*exp(_lambda3*L_hot);
AP(2,4)= lambda4;
AP(3,3)= -1;
AP(3 , 4)= _1*exp(l ambda4*L_hot);
AP(3, 5)= exp(_1*lambda5*H_hex);
AP(3,6)= 1;
AP(4,3)= _1*lambda3;
AP(4,4)= _1*lambda4*exp(lambda4*L_hot);
AP(4, 5)= lambda5*exp(_1*lambda5*H_hex);
AP(4,6)= lambda6;
AP(5,5)= -1;
AP(5,6)= _1*exp(lambda6*Hjlex);
AP(5,7)= exp(_1*lambda3*L_cold);
AP(5,8)= 1;
AP(6, 5)= _1*lambda5;
AP(6,6)= _1*lambda6*exp(lambda6Hj1ex);
AP(6,7)= lambda3*exp(_1*lambda3*L_..cold);
AP(6,8)= lambda4;
AP(7,1)= exp(_lambda3*H_core);
AP(7,2)= 1;
AP(7,7)= -1;
AP(7,8)= _1*exp(lambda4*L_cold);
AP(8,1)= lambda3*exp(lambda3*H_core);
AP(8,2)= lambda4;
AP(8,7)= -lambda3;
AP(8,8)= _lambda4*exp(lambda4*L_cold);

BP(1)= (N1*B3*exp(_N1*Lhot)/(w+zl))_ (N2/w)_(N1*B1/(w+Z1));
BP(2)= ((N1A2)*B3*exp(_N1*Lhot)/(wzl))_((N1A2)*B1/(w+Z1));
BP(3)= (B5*lambdal/(z2+w))(B6*lambda2*exp(_lambda2*H_hex)/

(Z3w))_(N1*B3/(zl+w));
BP(4)= (B5*(lambdalA2)/(Z2w))+(B6*(lambda2A2)

*exp(_l arnbda2*H_hex) /(z3+w))
_((N1A2)*B3/(Z1+w));

BP(5)= (N1*B7*exp(_N1*L_cold)/(z1+w))
- (B5*l ambdal*exp(l ambdal*H_hex)/(Z2+w))
_(B6*l ambda2/(Z3-,-w));

BP(6)= ((N1A2)*B7*exp(_N1*L_cold)/(w+zl))- (B5* (1 ambdalA2) *exp (1 ambdal*H_hex) I(Z2+w))
_(B6*(lambda2A2)/(z3+w));

BP(7)= (N2/w)+(N1*B1*exp(_N1*H_core)/(Z1w))
_(N1*B7/(Z1+w));

BP(8)= ((N1A2)*B1*exp(_N1*H..core)/(Z1w))
_((N1A2)*B7/(Z1+w));

cP = AP\BP

% Note: refering to the thesis Cli" = cll*exp(lambda3*H_core),
% c12" = C12*exp(lambda4*H_core), similarly for other

integeration constants.Here in matlab Cli is equal
% to Cli" notation as matlab doesn't take CU" as a

defining parameter so i am reperesenting cli" as Cii.

C = CP;

% solution vector elements for the boundary conditions
% of the energy perturbation equations:integration
% constant for the ratio of the fluid temperature
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% perturbation to velocity perturbation in each region
% [C-s/rn]

cll=C(1); % CU=C11/Epsilon
c12=c(2); % C12=C12/Epsilon
C13=C(3); % C13=C13/Epsilon
C14=c(4); % C14=C14/Epsilon
C15=C(5); % C15=C15/Epsilon
C16=C(6); % C16=C16/Epsilon
C17=C(7); % C17=C17/Epsilon
C18=C(8); % C18=C18/Epsilon

% For the friction term we have

if (Re < 2100.)

f = (64./4.)*ReA(_1.)

% Darcy friction factor for the laminar
% flow for the reactor core L-]

FF = rho*u*f*(4*L/Dref)*(21.)/2;

elseif (Re >= 2100.) & (Re < 30000.)

f (0.316/4.)*ReA(_O.25)

% Darcy friction factor for the turbulent flow
% (Blasius) for the reactor core [-]

FF = rho*u*f*(4*L/Dref)*(2_0.25)/2;

elseif (Re >= 30000.)

f = (0.184/4.)*ReA(_0.20)

% tarcy friction factor for the turbulent flow
% (McAdarns) for the reactor core [-]

FF = rho*u*f*(4*L/oref)*(2_0.20)/2;
end

if (circ == 1) % forward circulation

Ml = (rho*beta*g)*( (cu/i ambda3)+(C12*exp(1 ambda4*H_core)/i ambda4)
_(N2*H_core/w) (B1/(zl+w)) _(C11*exp(_1 ambda3*H_core)/i ambda3)
_(c12/1ambda4)i(B1*exp(_N1*ii_core)/(z1w))
+(c13*exp(_iambda3*(L_hot_H_hot))/lambda3)
+ (C14*exp (1 arnbda4*H_hot) /1 ambda4)
_(B3*exp(_N1*(L_hot_H_hot))/(zl+w))
_(C13*exp(_l ambda3*L_hot)/l ambda3) - (c14/1 ambda4)
+(B3*exp(_N1*L_hot)/(Z1.+w)) (C15/l ambda5)
_(C16*exp(larnbda6H_hex)/1ambda6)
+(B5*exp(l ambdal*H_hex)/(z2+w))+(B6/(z3+w))
+ (C15*exp (-1 ambda5*H_hex) /1 ambda5)
+(C16/1 ambda6)- (B5/(Z2+w)) - (B6*exp(_lambda2*H_hex)/(Z3+w))- (C17*exp (-1 ambda3* (L_col d-Hcol d) )/1 ambda3)- (C18*exp(l arnbda4*Hcol d)/1 arnbda4)
+(B7*exp (_N1* (Lcol d-H_col d))/ (Z1+w))
+(c17*exp(_lambda3*L_col d)/1 ambda3)
+(Cl8/lambda4)_(B7*exp(_N1*L_cold)/(z1.iw)));
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elseif (Circ == 0) % backward circulation
Ml = (rho*beta*g)*((_cll/larnbda3)+(_c12*exp(lambda4*H_core)/lambda4)

+(N2*u_core/w)+(B1/(zl+w))+(cll*exp(_lambda3*H_core)/l ambda3)
+ (c12/l ambda4) - (Bl*exp (_Nl*H_core)/(Z1w))
+(c13*exp(_lambda3*(L_hot_L_cold))/lambda3)
+(C14*exp(l ambda4*L_col d)/l ambda4)- (B3*exp(_Nl*(L._hot_L_cold))/(Zlw))- (C13*exp (-1 ambda3* (L_hot-L_col d+Hcol d) ) /1 ambda3)- (C14*exp (1 ambda4* (L._col d-H_col d)) /1 ambda4)
+(83*exp(_Nl* (L_hot-L_cold+H_col d))/(zlw))
+(c15/l ambda5)+(C16*exp(l ambda6*H_hex)/l ambda6)- (B5*exp (1 ambdal*H_hex)/ (Z2+w)) (86/ (Z3+w))- (C15*exp(_l ambda5*H_hex)/l ambda5) - (cl6/l ambda6)
+(aS! (z2+w) ) +(86*exp (-1 ambda2*Hjlex) / (Z3+w))- (C17*exp (-1 ambda3* (L_col d- L_hot) )/l ambda3)- (C18*exp(l ambda4*Lhot)/l ambda4)
+ (B7*exp (_Nl* (L_col d- L_hot) )/(Zlw))
+(C17*exp(_l ambda3*(L_col d-Lhot+H_hot))/lambda3)
+ (C18*exp (1 ambda4* (L_hot-H_hot)) /1 ambda4)
_(87*exp(_Nl*(L._cold_L_hot+H_hot))/(zlw)));

end

Fw = Ml_FF_L*rho*w; %function definition

if ni>2000

fzp(m)= Fw; % calculate fzp with wi>0
else

end

end

fzn(m)= Fw; % calculate fz with wi<0

figure
hold on
plot (fzn, 'b--', 'linewidth',3)
plot (fzp, 'r-', 'linewidth',3)
grid on
title (tNyquist Plot (Natural Circulation) ')xlabel ('F(real)')
ylabel ('F(imag)')
gtext ('w = wr + i*wi')
gtext ('wr = 0. [us]')
gtext ('wi = -2. [l/s]')
gtext ('wi = 0. {l/s]')
gtext ('Wi = +2. [l/s3')
Legend ('wi<O' , 'wi>O')
hold off

Gr = (rhoA2*g*beta*deltaT*(H_centerA3))/(muA2);

% Grashoff Number

%Program for plotting 3D Plot (Coarse Mesh)
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for n = 1:1:101

wre(n) = 0.1*(n51); % real part of w

for m = 1:1:101

wim(m) = 0.1*(m_51); % imaginary part of w

w = wre(n)+i*wim(m);

F = M1_FF_(L*rho*w); % the main function

F = (L*rho*w);

fx(n,m) = abs(F); % absolute value of the function

end
end

figure

mesh(wim,wre,fx);

xlabel ('wim')
ylabel ('wre')
zlabel ('F(w)')

% Note: The following 3D surface plots code is only needed
if its hard to observe the real value of omega

% from the code above, as the following code
produces finer mesh with more points and

% smaller time step, but is a time consuming process.

if (Circ == 1) % forward circulation

% Finer Mesh for forward circulation
%
% for n = 1:3001
%

nwre(n) = 0.0001*(n_3001);

% for m = 1:1:1001
%
% nwim(m) = 0.001*(m501);
%
% nw = nwre(n)+i*nwim(m);
%
% nF = M1_FF_(L*rho*nw);
%
% nfx(n,m) = abs(nF);
%
% end
% end

figure

mesh(nwim,nwre,nfx);

% xlabel ('wim')
% ylabel ('wre')
% ziabel ('F(w)')
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elseif (circ == 0) % backward circulation

% Finer Mesh for forward circulation

% for n = 1:1001
%
% nwre(n) = 0.001*(n_501);
%
% for m = 1:1:1001
%
% nwim(m) = 0.001*(nl_501);
%
% nw = nwre(n)+i*nwim(m);

% nF = M1_FF_(L*rho*nw);

% nfx(n,m) = abs(nF);
%
% end
% end

% figure
%
% mesh(nwim,nwre,nfx);

% xlabel ('wim')
% ylabel ('wre')
% zlabel ('F(w)')

end

% Root Search Method

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

% Note: This program calls a subroutine called Fzval.m

%********************************************************************

Km=0; % form loss coefficient

if Re>1999
fric=0.316/4/ReAO.25; %friction factor
Fact=4*L*fri c*(2_0. 25)/2+Km;

else

fri c=16/Re;
Fact=4*L*fri c/2+Km;

end

Facto=4*L*fric+Km; % friction factor of the loop

Nu=0.625*(Re*Pr)A0.4; % Nusselt number

St=Nu/Re/Pr; % Stanton number
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w=[wOre,wOim];

% fminsearch is a inbuilt function in MATLAB, which finds
% the minimum of a scalar function of several variables,
% starting at an intial estimate,also referred as
% unconstrained nonlinear optimization.

[wroot,fzmmin]=fminsearch(@Fzval ,w,optimset
('Toix' ,le-1O, 'Tol Fun' ,le-1O, 'MaxFunEvals' ,1000,
'Maxlter' ,1000));

w=w root;

[wroot , fzmmi n]=fmi nsearch (@Fzval , w, opti mset
('ToiX' ,le-1O, 'TolFun' ,le-1O, 'MaxFunEvals' ,1000,
'Maxlter' ,1000));

wrre = wroot(1);

wrim = wroot(2);

end

* * * ********** * ******* ***** ******** ** ** ************* ****** ***** *****
% The following program (subroutine) is written in order to use
% fminsearch function in the stability....Analysis_mod program.
% In this subroutine the function is defined who's roots have
% to be determined..

% Author: Piyush sabharwall

% Instructor: Dr. Qiao Wu

% Date: February 7, 2004

%********************************************************************

function f=Fzval(wv) % defining the function

global Ml FF L rho % global variables being defined

w = wv(l)+i*wv(2); % defining w

Fw = Ml_FF.L*rho*w; % function definition

f = abs(Fw); % absolute value of the function




